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Abstract
Modern economists today rely on several fundamental assumptions in the same way physi-
cists rely on laws governing energy and motion. Economists use growth—ideally unrestricted
growth—as the key assumption upon which they build models and policy recommendations.
The central economic theory explains that growth will enhance individual well-being over time.
However, every known physical system has boundaries beyond which it will collapse, and the ob-
served reality is that economic growth cannot be separated from physical resource consumption.
As a result, many societies are overshooting physical, ecological boundaries. This project focuses
on a few of the complexities generated by a growth-oriented economy in Northern Utah. It ana-
lyzes the ways traditional economic models prioritize growth as the primary means of improving
quality of life. It explores several positive and negative impacts of limits to growth, whether
they are elective policy measures (like paying a carbon tax) or reactions to a collapsed system
(like depleted water reservoirs). It draws on electricity data from two utility providers and com-
pares trends with interconnected behavioral and technological changes. Ultimately, this project
questions the ways in which society could thrive without traditional economic growth. By using
axioms from physics, primarily the second law of thermodynamics, this project assesses popu-
lation projections and increased resource consumption, drawing connections between a growing
population, a growing economy, and growing energy use.
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I Introduction
Economic growth is effectively synonymous with achievement and progress. It is quantified by a per
capita increase in ability to produce goods and services over time. Governments and corporations
alike use various metrics to quantify by how much, and by how quickly their organization’s econ-
omy (or ability to produce) grew during a given time period. Both set thresholds for expected and
acceptable levels of profit, using language like “output is projected to grow at an average annual
rate of 1.7 percent, roughly the same rate as potential growth.”1 Regardless of the projection, pro-
fessionals in every discipline both use and understand this methodology. The objective of sustained
profit and economic growth is well-established and ingrained into decision- and policy-making. En-
tire professions are built around tracking, modeling, projecting, and accelerating economic growth.
Entire economies, from local municipalities to national markets, operate with their core function
as generating and stimulating economic activity (and therefore, economic growth).
It is this objective, stimulating economic growth, that constitutes the central discussion of this
paper and classifies its contribution to a subgenre of economics called ecological economics. The
subdiscipline asks the question about economic growth: “to what end?” This genre prioritizes the
reality that natural systems and economic systems are inextricably linked: patterns in nature dictate
relationships between energy and the capital required to generate other useful societal instruments.
By exploring these relationships, this paper contributes to an ongoing discussion about the purpose
of (and methods of evaluating) economic growth. First, it builds on existing economic literature
(classical and heterodox) and offers a synthesis between the two genres. Second, it introduces an
empirical study of an economy in Northern Utah that is growing in annual sales and production
due to population growth. Third, it puts forward an analysis of future scenarios in Northern
Utah by comparing two societies experiencing resource limitations, and therefore limitations to
economic growth. Undergirding the framework of this paper is an exploration of costs and benefits
of limits to growth, achieved through policy controls to prices and quantities of resources entering
and exiting a society. A combination of price and quantity controls, rather than price or quantity
alone, can achieve optimal limits to some of the adverse consequences of growth, to be discussed
herein (Montero, 2002; Pizer, 2002).
The central argument is that in order to sustain healthy ecological and human networks,
economic activity must operate with respect to physical constraints. This argument relies on an
important assumption: healthy ecological networks are fundamental to healthy human networks.
Assessing and quantifying the health of both kinds of networks are the subject of countless dis-
ciplines that may use different functional definitions; for this paper, healthy human networks are
those in which individuals and families have sufficient access to resources requisite for positive,
safe, and meaningful interactions (Axelsson et al., 2013).2 Further discussion identifies how eco-
1Congressional Budget Office. January 2020. “The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2020 to 2030.” Direct quote:
“In 2020, inflation-adjusted GDP is projected to grow by 2.2 percent, largely because of continued strength in
consumer spending and a rebound in business fixed investment. Output is projected to be higher than the economy’s
maximum sustainable output this year to a greater degree than it has been in recent years, leading to higher inflation
and interest rates after a period in which both were low, on average. Continued strength in the demand for labor
keeps the unemployment rate low and drives employment and wages higher. https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56073
2For more information about healthy human networks, consider the literature on social and cultural vibrancy, for
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nomic activity, in some cases, has been important to improving the health of both human and
social networks. Healthy ecological networks is those that can sustain their function and retain
their structure over time (Costanza and Mageau, 1999). Therefore, the objective of this project is
to reflect on consequences of economic activity that has in the past, or could in the future impair
healthy ecological networks. I seek to add clarity as to why reducing negative impact on ecosystems
is preferable by examining the links between ecological and economic networks. While I dwell more
on analyzing the policy-imposed reductions to consumption that could improve economic-ecological
interaction, I do not discount technological advances that achieve a similar end.
After the introductory section, I explore historical context (Section II) to provide an overview
of the connections between classical, neo-classical, and ecological economics. I then examine con-
tributions to the literature about consequences of growth (Section III), and synthesize strengths
of economic activity with the theoretical framework for healthy economic-ecological interaction.
Then, by introducing two metro areas for comparison (Section III.1), my analysis provides ex-
amples of policies that might help limit resource consumption. While the scope of comparison is
limited to only two geographic areas, historical observations indicate that in nearly every case, a
growing population is associated with increased resource consumption. For the empirical analysis,
I look to Cache County, a midsized, mixed rural and urban county in Northern Utah (Section IV)
to better understand energy use. I gather and analyze county-wide electricity data, along with
population trend data to discuss whether or not economic activity can be brought into harmony
with ecological limitations. Drawing from the literature, observed resource-limited geographies,
and empirical analysis, I project two scenarios of what could happen in Cache Valley with both
limited and unrestricted growth (Section V).3 The analysis ends with comments and concluding
suggestions (Section VI).
II Economic History
Economic history is an important discipline within the field of economics. By no means is this
overview comprehensive, but its emphasis is on the philosophical progression from Adam Smith
(1723–1790), often called the ‘father of capitalism,’ to the heterodox ‘father of ecological economics,’
Herman Daly (1938–). Where Smith established important theories about trade, individuals, and
markets in his seminal book, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(1776), Daly theorized about the connections between economics and physics, specifically, the
physical limitations of economic growth. Smith’s ideas have been accepted, developed, quoted, and
extrapolated to such an extent that his name is inescapably linked with concepts of free trade and
the phrase “the invisible hand.” Daly’s contributions have been largely unappreciated in broader
economic literature and philosophy.
Smith’s now-famous phrase makes up an objectively small part of the entire work, but it
creates a visually appealing, albeit simplistic analogy for the complex interactions in economic
systems Smith set out to describe. Today, underpinning nearly all economic activities, are Smith’s
example, Raworth, K. Doughnut Economics. Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing. 2017.
3Cache County, also “the county,” or “Cache Valley” are used interchangeably throughout.
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assumptions about wealth and markets, including the most prevalent concept: individuals act
in self-interest when engaged in market trades. A rational actor, unrestrained by government,
maximizes his ability to demand goods and services in exchange for labor or wages. Consequently,
on an aggregated level, all actors in a market indicate the appropriate amounts of production of
goods and services. In equilibria, where the supply of goods and services demanded is equal, the
market, he argued, should be the preferred method of allocating resources. While this is one of the
core tenets of mainstream economics, critics of this philosophy argue that it is logically imbalanced
to claim that each market actor acts as individual, with his own preferences, but on an aggregate
level, all individuals are alike (Keen, 2011). Despite inconsistencies, Smith’s conjectures have
been proven consistent with observation; nations that fully invested in market-based economies
have seen massive increases in personal wealth and production capabilities. To a large extent,
Smith’s projections, such as equitable division of labor, increasing wages, and economic growth,
have improved access to important resources fundamental to healthy human networks.
Despite the validity of Smith’s theories, he left an important concept about wealth largely
undeveloped: the connection between wealth and nature. Indeed, it is his original theory that
wealth should not be quantified by a nation’s stock of gold and silver, but by its ability to produce,
meaning transform resources (like gold and silver) into usable, tradeable tools and other goods. His
work paved the way for philosophers and economic politicians to abandon the notion that resources
held inherent value, which was the dominant theory of his day (mercantilism). His framework
defeated the ‘zero sum game’ mindset, however, it also unraveled the meaning of inherent value
(of which gold, silver, and precious stones had the most). His writings emphasize that price is the
primary indicator of value, and price is set by labor and quantity. Indeed, in some cases “no effort
of human industry may be able to increase the supply much beyond what it was before this increase
of the demand [for a good]” (see Smith, 1776, 385). As a result, resource depletion and exhaustion
are accounted for by price because the quantity “should gradually become dearer and dearer” (see
Smith, 1776, 310-311).
Several of Smith’s direct philosophical successors were much more concerned about the limita-
tions of economic growth than he was. Thomas Malthus (1766–1834), David Ricardo (1772–1823),
Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832), and James Mill (1773–1836) explored the implementation of Smith’s
market economy by developing theories about social obligations to the poor, government welfare,
minimum wages, and the morality of free market trade. For example, Ricardo (father of the Ricar-
dian Equivalence theory) and Thomas Malthus (known for the Malthusian population trap) were
concerned about resource depletion. Malthus especially was much less optimistic about the benefits
of increasing wealth; his philosophy established that population would grow faster than food could
be produced, the result of which was starvation and social collapse. Malthus’s dire predictions were
premature, however, because technological innovation (namely, coal-fired steam engines) solved the
problem of food scarcity by powering a network that enabled economical transportation of goods
and people. Joseph Tainter, professor of Environment and Society at Utah State University, has
written extensively about this kind of issue; as societies evolve to address systems of problems,
complexity emerges and requires increased energy consumption. Consequently, the canals, trains,
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and agricultural production that solved Malthus’s dilemma have led to a new realm of complexities
unimaginable two hundred years ago (1996). Contrary to his 1798 prediction, the global population
of 800 million more than doubled five decades later in 1928, and had doubled again by 1975 (Roser,
Ritchie, and Ortiz-Ospina, 2020).
The number of actors who could access the market economy increased dramatically during
the later 1800s and early 1900s. Societies across the globe were becoming industrialized, able to
produce surplus goods and services and further divide their labor. British economist and logician
William Stanley Jevons (1835-1882) became well known for his 1871 publication The Theory of
Political Economy. He was a principal contributor to the ‘marginal revolution’ theory that shifted
classical economics to a new spin of the old: neoclassical economics. His theories outlined the
value of marginal increases in production and helped to guide firms to optimize their production
levels for the most efficient use of their capital. As a result, more people were able to trade their
goods and labor, so the collective values of businesses increased; for example, in Jevons’ United
Kingdom, gross domestic product (GDP) per capita increased 30 percent in just one lifetime (Roser,
2020). Companies sold stock to leverage capital, with which they could increase their production
capabilities. More production meant more revenue; huge increases in wealth across the world
marked the profound successes of the market economy.
No country dominated economic growth more than the United States in the 1900s. The U.S.
government made decisions to implement monetary policies that eased credit risk and enabled
people to create wealth for themselves. However, the rapid economic growth resulted in a hyper-
inflated quantity of money and flurry of credit which led to a “burst” of the economic bubble. The
October 1929 stock market crash ignited the longest and most severe economic recession in global
history. In addition to credit- and bank-related issues, business and agricultural production had
slowed which devalued enormous quantities of stock portfolios. The effect of the Great Depression
was widespread and affected millions of people across the world; it was intensified and prolonged
by overwhelming government spending intended to re-stimulate economic activity. Consumer and
investor confidence, the key to the market’s success, was effectively nonexistent. Global trade
policies, such as tariffs and the gold standard, further devalued trade and dulled the economic
tools which national governments had formerly used to expand wealth. Certainly, the causes of
the Great Depression are more complex than the scope this paper permits, but the important
observation is in the link between production of natural resources and economic growth. Under the
contextual growth-oriented framework, when the economy cooled and stocks didn’t grow, consumers
and investors panicked, driving the dismal sequence of events further down. A similar recession,
though less prolonged, occurred in 2008, and now again in 2020.4
Largely in response to the unprecedented stock market collapse, bank failure, and widespread
economic depression, John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946), the most prominent economist of the 20th
century, made a case for government intervention to smooth what he called inevitable recessions
through policies that could regulate and correct market inefficiencies. Keynes popularized the
4In 2020 the massive outbreak of a novel coronavirus effectively halted global production and economic activity,
as entire populations have been forced to shut down all non-essential activities in order to prevent further spread of
the pandemic.
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Table 1: U.S. Real Gross Domestic Product and Annual Census Population. Data from U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Federal
Reserve Economic Data (St. Louis)
GDP (Billions, Per. U.S. Population Per.
Decade Adj. 2012 USD) Change (Millions) Change
1940 2,085 4.08 130.9 13.99
1950 2,765 3.64 149.2 19.20
1960 4,070 4.29 177.8 13.97
1970 5,795 3.19 202.7 11.04
1980 7,800 3.34 225.1 9.67
1990 10,655 3.45 246.8 13.16
2000 14,485 1.75 279.3 9.84
2010 17,195 1.99 306.8 6.65
notion that government spending could bolster unemployment because, he theorized, unemployment
resulted from decreased aggregate demand. The decrease in demand caused wages to slump, which
prevented people from spending, which further diminished wages. He argued that a government
should borrow money by selling bonds and then invest the borrowed capital into the economy.
The right amount of government spending could jumpstart the economy in a period of cooling and
reverse the trends so crippling during the Great Depression. Numerous factors led to the U.S. being
able to pull itself out of the Great Depression, but one of the most-cited is the massive government
expenditures inherent in fighting the World War. As seen in Table 1, in the years following,
from 1944 to 1960, the economy expanded relatively quickly (4.1-4.3 percent); population growth
strengthened the work force, which led to greater production and expenditure.
During the Cold War, and in response to Communism’s government-regulated economy, Mil-
ton Friedman (1912-2006), a famous 20th century economist, reimagined neoclassical economics.
Both he and several contemporaries argued for laissez-faire style government involvement. Their
economic ideas were based on the foundation that markets provide the best means for consumers to
self-regulate and self-direct. Consequently, they attacked Keynes’ theoretical framework by lever-
aging empirical evidence to argue that government involvement suppressed individuals’ ability to
access the market. Friedman often criticized government policies; a notable example is his 1957
attack on Keynesian government-imposed controls. He argued that decreasing the government’s
size by cutting taxes in the long term would attack inflation and retain capital in the economy.
As opposed to Keynes, Friedman promoted the idea that permitting the government to borrow
against the future was a terrible idea that reinforced its overreach. Later in his career, Friedman
coined the idea “There Ain’t No Such Thing as A Free Lunch” (1975). Relative to the theory of
consumption and production, it may seem that Friedman’s philosophies would acknowledge limi-
tations of economics and resources. However, the opposite developed: the birth of growth-oriented
‘Reaganomics’ in the 1980s as a direct response to Friedman’s, and other like-minded economists’
philosophies. Free-market capitalism put producers in control of driving massive profits, in many
cases irrespective of physical or ecological limitations. Amid challenges in the 1970s, tax cuts in
the 1980s fueled economic growth and though the rate of increase slowed, aggregate population and
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GDP both increased steadily (Roser, 2020).
Concurrent to the rise of free market capitalism rose a new form of economics; ecological
economics. Key drivers of its development were resource shortages, such as those due to the OPEC
oil embargo, and unexpected environmental hazards, such as those brought to light by Rachel
Carson in Silent Spring. Carson’s book in the 1960s nudged the discussion about policy controls
on pollutants, but it was the OPEC oil embargo that caused activists, academics, and politicians
alike to reevaluate United States’ dependency on natural resources. Subgenres of economics, such
as environmental and biophysical economics emerged in an attempt to model the interconnected
relationship of economics and nature. Though oil is rarely perceived as “nature” it is an inherently
natural resource. In the sense of production, it does not differ from any other resource and has to be
converted through a number of processes to be made useful. The shock of the oil embargo was not
that the oil wells had been exhausted, but how quickly the entire economy sagged due to a limit on
the resource. Up to that point, oil had been regarded as inexhaustible; it was quickly reimagined as
an invaluable, potentially scarce, and volatile resource. Scientists attempted to forecast “peak oil”
to incentivize policy that would decrease dependency on the fuel. The scientists’ dismal projections
had the opposite effect. Rather than encourage people to consume less, their concerns spurred
huge investments into domestic energy production, and the United States developed greater energy
capacity than ever before. In combination with this production capability, the U.S. entered a new
stage of greater economic activity. Environmentalists and scientists began to notice, often with
great alarm, the rate at which stocks of natural resources were consumed had increased; thus, they
began theorizing about, and modelling “optimal resource consumption” (Brookshire, Randall, and
Stoll, 1980; Deshmukh and Pliska, 1980; Riley, 1980). In some cases these models, and those that
have followed, have been effective in reducing excessive resource consumption; however, more often
than not, the primary driver of natural resource consumption has been price.
Many economists resist the idea of accepting policies that willfully limit production or consump-
tion. Rather, they promote technological innovation as a means of achieving continued economic
growth and overcoming negative effects (Weber and Neuhoff, 2010). However, economic growth
requires natural resources. In a series of essays which later became a substantial work, Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen wrote about the connection between physical laws and economic activity by
drawing a connection between the second law of thermodynamics (the entropy of a closed system
can never decrease) and possible levels of economic activity (1971). The earlier observation that oil,
and all other resources must be transformed for them to have useful economic value, is a description
of the entropy law. As with extracting, refining, and burning oil, all economic activities are made
possible by converting low-entropy material into high-entropy products. The process requires the
producer to dissipate high-entropy waste into the environment, in the form of rubbish, low quality
energy (waste heat), and particulate pollution, etc. He argued that a physical limit exists to the
extent that the economy can continue to convert natural resources into useful materials and goods.
Georgescu-Rogen’s doctoral student, Herman Daly, extended his work in entropy and physical
limits by developing analytical methods to conceptualize a steady state economy. Daly, like Smith,
was a ‘Father of economics;’ his theories provided the thought foundation for the International So-
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ciety for Ecological Economics and its monthly journal Ecological Economics. Daly theorized that
a steady state economy is structurally similar to a traditional economy, especially in measurement,
as it also uses gross domestic product, but its primary difference is that population growth and
consumption are stable. Birth and death rates are relatively equivalent and economic activity is
offset by decreased waste, or higher efficiency. A steady state economy may be achieved through
fiscal and monetary policy; however, the concept would be counterproductive for organizational
profit objectives and presently exists in theory only (Daly, 1974; Foley, 2016). The primary differ-
ences between a steady state economy and its alternative is found in the framework. Adam Smith’s
classical, and Friedman’s neoclassical theories prioritize long-run capital growth as the measure
of improved access to, allocation of, and consumption of resources. According to Daly, a steady
state economy would not grow physically, and consequently would avoid cyclical booms and busts.
However, by design, it also would not generate massive wealth because it emphasizes sufficiency
over excess 1974; 2014. Many proponents of the steady state economy also advocate for degrowth,
a concept not explored in this paper. Though Daly has spent his life writing about the steady
state economy, mainstream economists usually disregard ecological economics as an offshoot; yet,
in recent years, heterodox economists and millions of students in countries across the world are
calling for “realistic economics” (Keen, 2011; Schreuer, Peltier, and Schuetze, 2019-01-31). This
paper sits at a junction of the described economic paradigms; the ensuing discussion builds on the
implications of continued economic growth, regardless of the framework.
III Effects of Continued Growth (Literature Review)
Cache County in Northern Utah has a rich abundance of natural resources and land to share among
a comparatively small population (next to other Utah metro areas). As the county’s population
grows, however, leaders and planners must handle practical physical limitations to the amounts
of available resources. These limitations, however, are difficult to isolate because Cache Valley,
like most of the U.S., fits into a fully functioning supply chain. For example, the early settlers of
the valley grew their own food and sourced building materials from their immediate surroundings.
Today, Cache County’s resource base is the entire world. As a micro example, an electric vehicle
driver in Cache Valley may install solar panels and charge her vehicle through passive electricity
generation. The sunshine is ‘local’ to the valley, but the materials for the vehicle and the panels were
sourced, refined, assembled, and (likely) purchased outside of the county. The exercise of full-cost
accounting makes tracking the consequences of continued growth extremely difficult. Nevertheless,
at some future point, a growing economy must inevitably reach levels in which the inputs do
not generate greater outputs (recall the marginal revolution). Even Adam Smith wrote about
“increasing, stationary, or declining” conditions relative to demand, supply, and the economy as a
whole (see Smith, 1776, 1522-1534). As it currently stands in Cache County, elected officials and
business leaders are pro-economic growth and development; the economy has been in an “increasing
state” for the past thirty years. However, the rate of economic growth has slowed in the past
decade. Smith pointed to two factors that would ultimately prevent future economic growth: first,
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natural resources exist in limited proportion to growing population demands. When those limits are
reached, an economy must reach a stationary state. Daly called this state “un-economic growth”
because further development of nature does not lead to additional economic growth (2014). Second,
as a result of the first, when capital wealth does not grow, wages fall in order to maintain profits.
As this declining state progresses, profits also fall because they are shared between more people
due to growth in total population size. Consequently, wages continue to fall until they are sufficient
only for subsistence living.
The likelihood of Cache County’s average wages falling to subsistence levels is low, but it
may be that Cache County is already reaching a ‘stationary economic state.’ Many economists,
including Keynes and Bentham, have proposed policy interventions to overcome limitations due to
economic shortages, that occur with the contraction of natural resources. As previously discussed,
many economists (such as Friedman) vigorously resist government interventions. The debate be-
tween laissez-faire and active policy-making promotes the question of which is the best method
to supersede natural limitations to resources which are necessary for production. Some, such as
Robert Solow (1924-), model economic growth as a function of technological innovation, which jus-
tifies continued economic activity to overcome limitations to scarce resources. However, as Tainter
summarized in 1996, even technological progress exhibits diminishing marginal returns and cannot
be considered the end of limitations in natural resources. In 1972, a group of MIT scientists and
researchers published Limits to Growth, a book much like Rachel Carson’s in its advancement of
the theory of human-ecosystem interdependence. The group developed a dynamic systems science
model “World3” to explore the extent to which technological progress and economic activity have
to overcome natural constraints.5 Solow criticized the methodology as being growth-averse and
inadequate; nevertheless, thirty years later, he revisited his criticism and acknowledged where the
assumptions were correct: “I think we need to be a little more serious about the supply of en-
ergy and the possibilities of developing economically while using less of it” (2020-09-01). As more
data became available, the Limits to Growth authors published two subsequent updates (1992 and
2004) with only minor adjustments to their projections. In many cases, they found the need to
accelerate their projections, given the rapid progression of nonlinear real-world events, about which
their model had projected more generously. Modeling is an imperfect science and the authors sum-
marized its complexity well: “Models, like metal chains, may be limited by their weakest link”
(2004). Simplistic assumptions, such as ceteris paribus and zero exogeneity which are key in most
causal inference papers, are frequently violated by endogenous variables and nonlinearity. Robert
Costanza, a prominent ecological economist, defended Limits to Growth, but also acknowledged
real uncertainty in mapping resources constraints (2008). When used appropriately, models are
effective. If not, they can provide an aura of certainty that disservices policy-makers by adding
false confidence or causing inappropriate alarm (Costanza et al., 1993).
In the case of Cache County, as noted earlier, it is unlikely that the population will exhaust
its resource base because its constraints are not local, but global. However, due largely to the
5The model is named 3rd because it makes significant additions to Jay Forrester’s World2 model (MIT System
Dynamics). See: Forrester (1971)
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unpredictability of the interconnected effects inherent in networks, ecologists and scientists try to
err on the side of caution (Foley, 2016; Lenton et al., 2019). Social systems are tangibly dependent
on interconnected ecosystems, even though loopholes and subsidies often mask or shift pollution and
waste outside the market or immediate time frame (Meadows, Randers, and Meadows, 2004). For
example, William Stanley Jevons’ other major contribution to the economic literature, (published
several years before The Theory of Political Economy) was concerned with Britain’s increasing
resource consumption, driven by technological and industrial progress. He wrote The Coal Question
to theorize about the limits of price alone to reduce energy consumption. The improved steam
engine, made possible by burning coal, was a landmark leap in manufacturing and production. The
engine made it possible to pump water from inundated mines to allow coal miners to excavate well
below water tables. The technological jump in efficiency only increased access to readily accessible,
cheap energy. In Cache County, similar changes in technology (such as the first hydroelectric dam
built on the Logan River in the early 1900s) drove down price and facilitated more consumption;
there are now three dams on the Logan River.
Blake Alcott reviewed the nuances of Jevons’ Paradox in a 2005 paper by the same name,
and summarized the importance of using aggregate data to refute the demands of technologists
who promote energy efficiency in order to reduce gross energy consumption. Through Jevons’
Paradox, it is understood that people consume resources not based on their understanding of
natural limitations, but based on prices. Efficiency measures, even if designed to reduce energy
consumption, have the unintended effect of reducing the cost, which makes them more affordable
and therefore more accessible. French economist and Jevons scholar, Antoine Missemer, explained
that Jevons was concerned because the fundamental shift in Britain’s economy, due to the ready
availability of a cheap energy source, would make it nearly impossible for their economy to return
to a less energy-intensive society in the future.
In fact... the profits gained soon lead to extended employment in many new forms. The
several branches of industry are closely interdependent, and the progress of any one
leads to the progress of nearly all. (Jevons, quoted in Missemer (2012))
Economists have a term for ‘extended employment in many new forms:’ the rebound effect. In
the earlier example, the electric vehicle driver in Cache Valley would spend less money on gasoline
and electricity (because of her solar panels), but then might spend her surplus money on air travel.
Her energy efficiency improvements would have simply shifted to ‘new forms.’ This cost-shifting and
energy accounting illustrates the importance of accompanying policies that would prevent increased
aggregate consumption. Even if marginal consumption decreases per unit, if aggregate consump-
tion increases, the system requires more energy, a concept Tainter calls an ‘energy subsidy’ (1996).
In terms of physics, the process is described by the second law of thermodynamics; the combined
entropy of the system must increase if a physical process is irreversible. Physicist Tim Garrett (At-
mospheric Sciences at the University of Utah), has developed important transdisciplinary modeling
procedures to help identify the consequences of the global economy and its relationship with energy
and carbon dioxide emissions. His contributions fit into an extensive body of work by physicists
and climate scientists who have made similar claims; regardless of the economic activity, it can can
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never be entirely decoupled from energy consumption (what Friedman would call “no free lunch”).
Garrett’s insights into the economy, like Jevons’, emphasize that efficiency can only do so much to
decrease aggregate energy consumption. Every economic interaction requires energy and material
input. Entropic laws guarantee that a complex economic system will require a constant flow of
energy and material throughput simply to prevent its decay. For an economic system to grow in
size or complexity, additional energy and material throughput will always be required (2014).
1 Comparisons
For this reason, societies are ever-aspiring to advance materially, economically, and socially; never-
theless, even the most technologically advanced cities have limitations to how much energy they can
consume and produce. In some way, whether limited by soil, water, air, or sunlight, the citizens and
ecosystems upon which a city is dependent, are at a measure of imbalance between used and unused
resources. As previously discussed, many studies in ecological economics address these shortages
by establishing a case for a steady state economy (Costanza et al., 1997; Daly, 1974), while studies
in environmental economics do the same by developing policy limits to minimize pollution and
incentivize good practices (Hanley, Shogren, and White, 2019; Milon and Shogren, 1995). It is nei-
ther the responsibility, nor the goal of this paper to advocate for either, but the empirical analysis
later on does provide the basis for a few policy considerations. At this point, the discussion about
consumption aims primarily to address whether or not a finite resource is renewable or not.
Consider renewable resources on this finite planet; which essential resources are finite because
of their geographic constraints? For example, mineral deposits are constrained geographically, but
they are also nonrenewable. Land, ironically, is geographically constrained and is ultimately finite.
To some extent, land and minerals can be repurposed in many different ways after they have been
initially altered, but the obvious reality is that many developments are irreversible. Water, on the
other hand, is the vital and life-giving resource with countless unique properties that make it truly
renewable. Among them, it can be transported by pipeline or canal while also being in a constant
hydrologic cycle which means it can supersede geographic constraints. However, pipelines are
expensive and rain is not guaranteed, so water is also a regionally constrained resource. Cities built
with access to freshwater can flourish, whereas locations with limited access will face significant
challenges. Canadian and Swiss sustainability advocates Rees and Wackernagel interpreted these
limitations in (1998) in a widely cited and well-known book, “Our Ecological Footprint: Reducing
Human Impact on the Earth.” Ten years later, they published a companion to the former, “Why
Cities Cannot be Sustainable–and Why They are a Key to Sustainability.” They concluded that
as more people move to a city, it attracts more business, through which inhabitants can produce,
sell, and earn more, which also means they will consume more (2008).
1-1 Salt Lake City, UT
Through comparison to two metro areas other than Cache Valley, this analysis provides ideas for
policies that might limit resource consumption. The aforementioned theories are, in many ways,
more applicable at a macroeconomic level; however, through added clarity to human-ecosystem
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interactions, this section provides insight into limits to growth and consumption. With the pic-
turesque Wasatch mountain range as its backdrop, Salt Lake City, Utah, has become the techno-
logical and economic massif to rival notable cities across the West. State and community leaders
have long advocated for strategic economic development along the Wasatch Front, to capitalize on
the already established cities along the range. For example, state and local leaders are actively
developing a Silicon Valley outside California and new tech companies every year are establishing
headquarters and satellite offices in and around the ‘Silicon Slopes’ of Salt Lake City, Draper, Lehi,
Alpine, American Fork, and Provo. Like the canals and railways of nineteenth century Britain, the
interconnected metro area along the Wasatch Front has provided increasing economic opportunity
that has had precisely the desired effect of drawing more people to earn higher-paying jobs at
promising companies. The state has seen population growth on par, or ahead of the rest of the
nation and is projected to grow more quickly than other states, too (Hollingshaus et al., 2017).
However, exciting as development in and around the Wasatch Front is, it is not without challenges
(env, 2019).
Tim Bardsley and others published a crucial report on municipal water use projections in
the Salt Lake City (SLC) metro area in 2013. Their comprehensive assessment laid important
groundwork for modeling needed to understand the interconnected effects of human activity (trans-
portation, agriculture, industrial production) and increases in warmer winter temperatures. SLC
has seen troublesome fluctuations in its winter snowpack which directly affects spring and summer
runoff. The study makes use of publicly available modeling software, as well as internal city-specific
planning tools, to assess watershed instability and project municipal water use over time. The re-
port gained traction for its sensitivity to a changing climate, coupled with increasing population
(and water demand). Fifty to sixty percent of Salt Lake City’s municipal water comes from four
streams in the nearby canyons (Little and Big Cottonwoods, City Creek, and Parleys), meaning
over half of the city’s water supply is dependent on winter snowpack. Several years prior to the
report by Bardsley et al., Utah State University water engineers, Hasan Wafa and Kaluarachchi
Jagath (2006) performed a similar analysis and projected Salt Lake County’s water shed demand
with comparable outcomes. Most recently, a group of University of Utah professors with the Urban
Water Group and Civil Engineering department, developed and proposed a new computer software
to assess vulnerabilities in Salt Lake City’s municipal water supply (2017). Their methodology
identified several potential weaknesses in the management/use of the four main streams that was
inconsistent with peak demand.
The report by Bardsley et al. (2013) helped establish a critical response system for municipal
leaders to quickly curtail water consumption in the case of shortage. In 2018, after a winter with
record low snowfall, the former SLC Mayor used their proposed system to alert SLC residents
to a Stage 1 advisory level, which entailed stopping the watering of lawns and other less critical
activities (2018-4-10). Though the shortage ended with the summer, inference from the former
studies would indicate that sustained population growth over time, coupled with warmer winter
temperatures will put further strains on the resource. I this, Cache Valley water systems resemble
the Wasatch Front; though the population is smaller, similar challenges lie ahead. For example,
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Figure 5 in the Appendix uses heating and cooling degree days to show a gradual increase in
Cache Valley’s temperatures over the past twenty years. Courtney Flint, a Utah State University
sociology professor, and others conducted a statewide analysis to assess societal consequences of
water shortages. The contribution from Flint et al. (2017) indicates that the social pressures
of resource depletion play into economic and social well-being. As discussed earlier, consumer
confidence is key in economic vitality; according to their study, respondents in the Salt Lake Valley
were 10 times more likely to be concerned about a water shortage than those surveyed in other
areas which have much more plentiful water access.
1-2 Cape Town, South Africa
Ultimately, the former SLC Mayor only asked residents to conserve water and practice wise con-
sumption practices and she did not enforce or elevate the advisory warning beyond the first level.
However, at the other end of the globe at approximately the same time, Cape Town, South Africa,
had effectively elevated its response to the highest level. After three years of prolonged, full-on
drought, officials had elevated recommendations from a Level 1 warning to Level 2 restrictions, in-
cluding limitations on public water (like parks) and adjustments for residential and commercial use.
Ninety-eight percent of Cape Town’s water comes from surface water; the city is highly dependent
on rainfall, so after three abnormally bad rain seasons, reservoirs had all but dried up (GI-REC,
2018). In 2017, government officials and analysts started talking about Day Zero, a turning point
when the city would be forced to turn off the taps and instead, daily allocate water at over 200
distribution stations. At the beginning of 2018, the city established increasingly strict measures,
such as reducing water pressure, which evolved to limiting the daily volume of water available to
each person, and ultimately redefining acceptable use (such as banning swimming pools, fountains,
and car washings), enforced by taxes. By May 2018, residents had scaled down to using only 125
liters (33 gallons) per person per day, half of what was acceptable three years prior (275 per day).
Concurrent to the rollout of restrictions, the City of Cape Town also increased tariffs on water
usage, fines for households using too much, and smart tracking meters to accurately pinpoint con-
sumption at individual properties. Though extreme, the limitations were effective; Day Zero was
avoided in the short term (Ziervogel, 2020).
Cape Town’s water supply did not completely dry up as anticipated, but water supply is still
tenuous relative to pre-draught years. In large part, the disaster was avoided due to the immediate
and collective response across the entire city, regardless of race and socioeconomic status. The
political and social implications were dramatic and people held each other to a high standard of
cooperation. Furthermore, the City’s actions have since informed policies about resource taxes ver-
sus quantity restrictions. As introduced in the beginning of the paper, a combination of price and
quantity controls, rather than price or quantity alone, achieved optimal limits. Long before Cape
Town’s drought, William A. Pizer and Juan-Pablo Montero tackled the question about which meth-
ods most efficiently regulate pollution and environmental impact. In 2002, their important papers
were both published in the same edition of Journal of Public Economics, one of the more prestigious
economic quarterlies. Pizer’s “Combining Price and Quantity Controls to mitigate Global Climate
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Change” builds on William Nordhaus’s 1999 climate research and models several optimal and sub-
optimal tax options (2002). His research, focused to the United States, ultimately concludes that
a combination of both policies is superior because of real, deeply founded aversion Americans have
to taxes of any kind. Montero’s approach in “Prices vs Quantities with incomplete enforcement,”
is different and does not follow Nordhaus’s methods, but still develops useful equations to conclude
that neither taxes nor quantity-based reductions are routinely effective (especially when they are
not completely enforced), however, quantity controls have a slight comparative advantage (2002).
The same Nordhaus, whose 1999 models informed Pizer’s research, won the Nobel Prize in 2017 for
modeling the world with a carbon tax, rather than a ration or other limitation (2016). In practice,
however, South Africa’s combination (and enforcement) of both types regulations was effective.
Cape Town’s and Salt Lake City’s water shortages illustrate the importance of collective re-
sponse and obvious interdependence of humans on their ecosystems. In Salt Lake City, as in Cache
Valley, winter snowpack is critical to yearlong water use. Cape Town, like any city, cannot control
weather irregularities, but only adjust its response to such circumstances. In both Salt Lake City
and Cape Town, demand-side response was ultimately effective in addressing a short-term supply
restraint; in the time since the water shortages, however, individual consumption has cautiously
increased. For Cache County, the web of small cities and towns that depend on the valley’s locally
constrained resources (like water) may need organize a collective response for future scenarios where
supply temporarily fails.
IV Empirical Analysis
This empirical analysis pivots away from the two water scenarios because the discussion about
energy use is visualized more easily with electric power. The conclusions of the literature included
in the previous analysis are that theoretical, physical, monetary, and other limitations to economic
growth exist. Whether or not such limitations are near or far for Cache County is a complicated
matter and beyond the modeling and forecasting scope of this project, but acute observations of
population trends and energy consumption provide an interesting insight into what may be the
future. The empirical analysis draws from electricity and population data from 2000-2020; during
this period, no limitations had been established or reached unintentionally; however, reflection
on Cache County’s aggregate trends invokes the same observations as those in the literature; as
population and production increase, so does consumption (Boyle et al., 2006; Rees and Wackernagel,
2008). The effect of this growth is manifest in numerous ways, none overly simple. The primary
data used to explore these trends in consumption is electricity, used as a sort of proxy for overall
energy. While it is certainly an imperfect instrument, electricity is useful because it is easier
to measure and report on a micro scale (county-level data is considered micro) than several other
energy metrics. Electricity also captures several of the trends associated with increased wealth, such
as the purchases of new and more efficient appliances, the analysis of which aids a later exploration
of Jevons’ paradox. Energy efficient appliances, such as electric vehicles, smart thermostats, and
LED bulbs are widely viewed as ‘sustainable’ because they are less energy intensive than their
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alternatives, but the aggregate consumption (even the per-capita consumption) does not decrease
with their introduction (see Figure 8). Finally, electricity generated from renewable energy sources
is regarded as a key solution in avoiding CO2 emissions from fossil fuels; understanding electricity
is key to understanding the history and future of energy.
Cache County’s self-contained geography, combined with its dynamic economic and social
system make it an interesting fit for study. At present, Cache County is not at any apparent risk
of exhausting its resources but, population density and sprawl has changed the landscape of many
areas from agrarian to urban. Over the twenty-year period 2000-2020, the county’s population
has grown at a steady rate of 1.2 percent to 1.9 percent annually. While Cache County’s average
population growth is slower than the average of the State of Utah as a whole, it has added roughly
1,500 people per year in the past two decades. Even in the last ten years, the changes in land use
and price, due primarily to the conversion of farms into subdivisions, have illustrated the reality of
the county’s increased demand for land, water, and energy.
The county is comprised of 13 cities, 6 towns, and 6 unincorporated communities designated as
townships or Census places in the 2010 Census.6 Current and historical population estimates were
obtained using the U.S. Census and Current Population Survey. In 2010, approximately half of
the population lived outside of Logan, a trend that has changed only slightly in the ten years since
the last Census. Cache County’s population has grown 12.8 percent since 1999. Broken down by
size, bigger cities grew faster than smaller ones, an indicator of population density. The five largest
cities other than Logan grew on average by more than 20 percent. Population estimates in 2018,
derived from the 2010 Census, indicate that the population in North Logan (aptly named) grew 34
percent, effectively 4 percent per year; Nibley, approximately four miles south of Logan, grew 27
percent, or 3.5 percent per year. The cities, towns, and townships with populations fewer than five
thousand people grew approximately 9 percent, at 1.1 percent per year. Much of the population
growth follows smooth historic trends, so it appears routine; however, in the recent decade, Cache
County’s pro-business culture has attracted many new start-ups, restaurants, and employees who
have added economic diversity to the already favorable agricultural landscape. While Utah State
University has been a constant draw for people across the state, as well as many transplants, both
nationally and internationally, it has not contributed significantly to changes in the rate of Cache
County’s population growth.
Providing power for a larger Utah population requires investments and equipment upgrades
(Vanden Berg, 2016). In 2017, 70 percent of Utah’s net electricity generation came from coal (down
from 78 percent five years earlier and 82 percent in 2007) and natural gas accounted for 16 percent
of the state’s net generation. The majority of Cache’s electricity is generated outside of the county
and carried by transmission lines to the valley. Cache Valley potentially has enough capacity to
generate its own hydroelectric, solar, and geothermal power, but instead its power comes by way
of purchase power agreements. Approximately 10 percent of its net electricity generation is from
renewable sources, a figure on par with the rest of Utah, but behind the national averages of sev-
6Incorporated Cities, Towns, and Townships (19): Amalga, Clarkston, Cornish, Hyde Park, Hyrum, Lewiston,
Logan, Mendon, Millville, Newton, Nibley, North Logan, Paradise, Providence, Richmond, River Heights, Smithfield,
Trenton, Wellsville. Unincorporated (6): Benson, College Young Ward, Cove, Mt. Sterling, Petersboro, Young Ward
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enteen percent (according to the Energy Information Agency). In 2010, the Cache County Council
alongside Envision Utah, created detailed plans to address population growth and oversee the use
and depletion of many natural resources. The plans cover water, land, fish, wildlife, birds, and
energy generation including from sunlight, wind, and geothermal sources. Within the goals, the
council established “wise energy use and administration,” involving limiting fossil fuel developments
within the county (env, 2010). The goals also support renewable energy development on public
lands to avoid further fragmentation or disruption of natural habitats for energy transmission. As
is the case in Cache County, energy may be the least pressing resource, since the majority is already
generated outside the county, but the interconnected effects of consumption are often apparent in-
side the valley. Using several of the historical insights visited earlier in the paper, population trends
often continue irrespective of resource shortages because corporations and individuals can buy or
trade to obtain resources from elsewhere. For example, Solow’s modeling methodology allowed
for continued population growth based on the tenet of technological improvements, achieved, in
essence by transporting finite resources in various forms to the locations where they produce the
most value.
Cache County’s objective to conserve energy introduces the concept of renewable energy; as of
2019, Cache Valley’s seven hydroelectric plants could generate up to only 20 percent of its consumer
demand. The remaining majority of the baseload comes from power purchase agreements with coal-
fired power plants in nearby counties. Energy consumption, specifically electricity consumption in
Cache Valley, has followed national and state trends; its projected growth is consistent with similar
U.S. counties. Obtaining the data from the electricity providers was surprisingly not straightfor-
ward due to non-disclosure agreements and negotiation through public utility cooperation, but
once obtained, analyzing and cleaning the data was reasonable. The county’s population and in-
dustries rely on three electricity providers: Rocky Mountain Power, Logan City Light and Power,
and Hyrum City Power and Light. Rocky Mountain Power (RMP), a division of the multi-state
conglomerate Pacificorp, provides electricity for approximately 55 percent of the county’s popu-
lation, the majority of which is rural, mixed rural-urban, and residential. Logan City Light and
Power (LLP) accounts for approximately all of the Logan City residents. In 2020, the population of
Logan City made up approximately 39 percent of the county population; Hyrum city accounts for
6 percent and its municipal provider functions similarly to LLP. Rocky Mountain Power’s service
territory also includes customers who are zoned within Logan and Hyrum, given the development
of new residential and commercial areas within the cities’ boundaries, but logistically outside the
cities’ serviceable territories. In order of effectiveness, RMP had the most comprehensive and useful
data, divided by customer and categorized by customer type, such as residential or commercial;
LLP had limited, but useful data, categorized by system wide usage, such as peak, gross, and
production, as well as generation (net and gross); Hyrum city’s data records were not sufficient for
this project. The useable dataset comprises approximately 95 percent of Cache Valley’s electricity
consumption for the past twenty years.
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V Projections
Respective to population growth, electricity consumption across the county has increased at effec-
tively the same rate. This notion sets the foundation of the need for strategic policies which will
guide the continued resource allocation. Projections in 2017 by the Kem Gardner Institute at the
University of Utah forecast Utah’s population to double by 2065, with Cache County’s doubling
shortly after that, around 2070. The two prescient scenarios are 1, strategic development and
2, unintentional development. According to Envision Utah, most residents respond favorably to
planning strategies to the extent that the initiatives help foster economic growth and community
development (2019). However, as previously explained, economic growth does not occur indepen-
dent of resource consumption. A larger Utah (and Cache County) population which does not
decrease its per-person energy and resource use habits, will essentially see an increase in aggregate
consumption. Figures 5 and 6 in the Appendix indicate this trend in electricity consumption. Per
capita energy consumption has remained relatively constant in the county, but an additional thirty
thousand people in the past twenty years clearly highlights why aggregate use has increased.
As previously introduced, Jevons’ paradox explains part of this trend in steady increased ag-
gregate consumption. As with national and state trends, Cache County residents on average have
repeatedly seen growth in personal GDP, which, barring unobserved factors, generally ensures more
wealth and spending per person. Population modeling is a complicated science but modeling ex-
perts such as Peterson (2017), acknowledge the importance of projections in describing year to
year growth for development of resource stocks. Many organizations, including the United Nations,
World Health Organization, and U.S. Federal government have observed a decline in the rate of
population growth since the 1960s, which is an important factor in assessing future population sizes.
However, even though the rate is marginally smaller each year, the overall population continues to
grow in aggregate size, which ultimately determines how many resources are consumed. Further-
more, the same organizations continue to project increased GDP with the same stipulations; as has
been shown throughout, greater wealth per capita enables more consumption.
Consequently, the following model, though simplistic, helps add some clarity to the nonlinear-
ities in observable trends. Using a linear extrapolation method similar to Burney (1995), the two
models use a scaled population growth from 1.85 percent growth to 1.50 percent yearly growth;
these estimates are consistent with the official Kem Gardner Institute 2018 projections and State of
Utah projections for Cache County. The two different scenarios both use this population estimate as
a key factor in planning for future electricity consumption. State officials in Utah have historically
been pro-growth, so the economic scenarios are both growth-oriented, unlike the steady-state or
ecological economic literature might promote. The difference between the two scenarios is reflected
in the treatment of policy-imposed limits, as discussed earlier by means of a price or quantity
control. Both scenarios offer a preliminary idea of what could happen, albeit based on limited
electricity and population trends. Regardless, both scenarios require transmission and equipment




Electricity, as acknowledged several times throughout, is largely generated outside of the county and
transmitted to homes and residences by way of power lines. This scenario is based on a hypothetical
situation in which electricity was not generated outside of the county, but from regionally accessed
resources such as wind, solar, geothermal, and water. The definition of strategic development comes
from a reflection of how Cape Town and Salt Lake City were prepared to address resource shortages;
it builds on the idea that reducing per-capita demand is an effective way to administer aggregate
consumption. Given the discussion of Jevons’ paradox, solely promoting energy efficiency measures
does not ultimately reduce electricity demand; it is the introduction of strategic policies, coupled
with energy efficiency, that can help reduce electricity consumption per person.
The scenario also relies on the assumption that improvements in energy intensive technologies,
such as HVAC and lighting upgrades in industrial systems will continue. For example, cities in
Cache County may develop incentives for residents and businesses to implement low-energy-use
products, but it is likely that the cost savings from these improvements will shift and cause an
ultimate increase in energy usage. As explained by Taylor and Tainter (2016), technological im-
provements may continue marginally, but ultimately are not sufficient to reduce total demand. For
example, the anticipated innovation and introduction of electric vehicles will increase the energy
demanded per person, but due to savings at the gas pump, drivers may shift that money into home
improvements or vacations. However, if cities in Cache Valley were to introduce policies to shift
energy savings and reinvest them into, for example, restoration of watersheds or wildlands, then
Jevons’ paradox may be mitigated.
The strategic growth scenario is a reduced growth scenario, but one in which Cache County’s
population still continues to grow at a constant rate (see Figure 1). However, to reduce electricity
production and consumption, both Pizer and Montero suggest limits on quantity. Using 2020 as
the base year, the model takes a five-year running average of the system wide usage multiplied by
a similarly smoothed running average of percentage growth in system production, peak, and use.
In 2020, the yearly rate of change in electricity consumption is 1.57 percent. The rate of change in
yearly production increases to 1.90 percent by 2030. By 2040, I manually adjusted the rate of growth
to 1.75 percent, based on a hypothetical situation in which policies established in the next ten years
led to widespread adoption of home solar and other energy efficient technologies. From 2040 to 2060,
I hypothesized that the policies would mitigate consumption back to approximately 1.45 percent
annual increase, even though population would nearly double in this timeframe. Consequently, these
percentage changes would reflect aggressive action to curtail energy consumption. As illustrated
in Figure 1, even with modest to no significant increases in production and consumption, the
systemwide electricity demand would still increase overall. For Cache County, the systemwide
increases will most likely be driven by housing developments and associated business development.
In the case of electricity production, the limit could be front-loaded on the electricity producer, or
shared through a KWH/month savings account. The municipal and state legislation would likely
need to ensure equitable distribution of the electricity, otherwise, as Pizer and others note in a 2017
update, the wealthiest individuals would negotiate loopholes to increase their supply of electricity.
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Figure 1: This projection employs a scaled linear extrapolation model based on Burney (1995). The data from aggregate
electricity data provided by Logan Light and Power and Rocky Mountain Power (range: 2000-2020) and forecasts two a
hypothetical systemwide electricity demands during for 2020-2065 (by when Utah population will double).
Strategic policy that encourages energy efficiency and also combines limits to consumption is key to
ensuring that the projected energy increases are not even more significant; however, even a strategic
development scenario is likely to see 25-30 percent total system capacity increase in the next forty
years due exclusively to population growth.
2 Unintentional Development
Unintentional development is “business as usual.” This hypothetical scenario may be more realistic
and occur as the result of a lack of guiding policies that might otherwise reduce consumption. In
this scenario (as is in the first) over the next 20-30 years, Cache Valley will see significant filling
in of the remaining undeveloped farmland surrounding Logan, North Logan, Hyde Park, Nibley,
Millville, and Providence. An example of this scenario is the lack of coordination at city and
county levels to implement high-density strategies or retrofit energy efficiency standards to retrofit
existing buildings, as opposed to building new ones. Electricity trends produced by the Energy
Information Agency (see Appendix, Figure 8) show that energy consumption per person should
marginally decrease over time due to high density housing but, as noted in Figure 1, aggregate
electricity consumption will still increase. As such, this scenario indicates a net decrease in energy
consumed per capita (mapped across the entire county) over the next forty years, but with total
aggregate still increasing substantially.
Unintentional development may mean more emphasis on economic progress, rather than atten-
tion to the interdependent ecological networks which facilitate well-being (in one form or another).
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Figure 2: Constant population growth requires energy efficiency to increase or for limits on electricity consumption per person
to be established to equitably distribute the demanded per person. This graph is made using the same modeling technique and
data as in Figure 1; the per-capita figure is based on the Kem Gardner population projections for Cache County.
Cape Town officials had to resort to extreme reductions because of unpredictable weather patterns;
however, the city and residents did not make widespread, effective changes until Day Zero was
imminent. If residents had adjusted their consumption practices earlier (for example, turning off
decorative fountains well in advance of the forced shut-offs), the third year of drought might have
looked different. However, without the consumption restrictions or taxes in place, aggregate de-
mand changed little from 2015 to 2017. So too might this Cache Valley scenario be ill-equipped
to handle an unpredictable shortage and its associated forced changes in consumer behavior. Note
that this projection also marks 2020 as an important year in habits; it integrates existing trends
in energy efficiency, along with major changes in energy use during the COVID-19 pandemic, ad-
dressed in footnote 4. If residents of Cache Valley do not increase their electricity consumption but
remain relatively constant, overall electricity demand will still inevitably increase due to natural
population increase. Unfortunately, as observed in Cape Town, business as usual is associated
with unintended outcomes which will ultimately be difficult to model without more data or more
comprehensive analytical methods. However, this scenario gives an idea of the limitation of energy
efficiency without policies to ultimately reduce energy consumption. Both comparisons introduced
in Section III provide an idea of some of the consequences associated with surpassing natural con-
straints. Although electricity is fundamentally a different resource than water, these scenarios
highlight kinds of strategic development and coordination that could mitigate excessive growth;
combined policies, such as tax and quantity limits may promote favorable outcomes for reducing
overall aggregate demand in Cache Valley.
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VI Conclusion
Through a tailored review of economic history with respect to natural resource constraints, along
with several critiques of economic growth, this paper has added synthesis between economics and
ecology. While unable to concretely answer the question “to what end?” either theoretically or
empirically, I have helped examine trends through which to view natural and economic systems.
By analysis, I explored increasing population and electricity trends in Cache County, Utah, from
whence I drew two scenarios for future growth. The use of two case studies, Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Cape Town, South Africa, emphasized an avenue to extend the study of limits of growth by
looking at water consumption. This analysis resulted in the recognition that Cache Valley does
not experience limitations in energy consumption because the resources and means for production
of electricity are not localized, but are part of a larger network. My first objective in this research
was to examine logistic and exponential growth, but the scope of the data did not lend itself in
that way. This limitation skewed the observations because of the difficulty of full-cost accounting;
however, learning about Jevons’ paradox was critical and helped contextualize the importance of
establishing policy controls to limit aggregate increases in consumption.
A future research project could focus on specific policies affecting electricity efficiency, or shift
the discussion of limits to an entirely different resource, such as water. Based on the effectivity of
Cape Town’s response to resource scarcity, my recommendation is to combine price and quantity
controls, but in a more strategic way with a longer timescale to make the changes for residents less
dramatic—before the consequences become dire. I further recommend employing a difference-in-
difference strategy to analyze policies that may demonstrate Jevons’ paradox. Economic analysis
on a shorter time scale (I used twenty years) may infer causal relationships between the convincing
evidence I presented about the aggregate increase of Cache Valley’s electricity consumption and
the policies and behaviors fueling the county’s growth.
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A Reflection
I am extremely pleased to join the group of distinguished Utah State University Honors alumni,
including both of my parents and all four of my grandparents. This transition represents much of
the significant emotion and work I have pursued in economics and environmental policy throughout
my life. As a high school student, I became fascinated by nuclear energy because it seemed to be
the low-carbon turnkey-solution to climate change—limitless AND “green.” My uncle, Lin Alder,
changed my perspective when he asked, “Do we really need more energy?”
Since that day, my focus has been on stewardship and sustainable development to ensure
equitable access to, and longevity of existing resources. My senior capstone is the culmination of
this philosophy, tailored to Cache Valley. The ideas I have explored herein draw from the past
decade of my reading into a vast range of politics, policies, methodologies, and philosophies, but
the challenge throughout this project has been narrowing the scope. However, in just the process
of formalizing my written capstone, I’ll quote the preface of my dad’s 1991 USU Honors capstone:
“I wish I had begun writing two years ago. I have found so much information recently but have
been unable to graft it into the document.”7
Nevertheless, the effort and thought I have put into hundreds of hours of reading, pondering,
researching, discussing, and writing is a work of which I am proud. My mentors have been instruc-
tive and supportive as I have formalized many of my questions into a space that can be answered
by a senior thesis. Fortunately for me, the process has opened up many more questions than it has
closed and I am enthusiastic about more research into this field in the future. My capstone has not
only uncovered a broad range of my interests, but has also redirected and refined my capacity as a
student and a researcher.
The process has been enjoyable! I highly recommend the full Honors experience to every
Honors student, and to any student who has an inkling to “dare to know.” I have loved my Honors
experience at USU and consider myself blessed with hundreds of experiences that have contributed
to this final undergraduate capstone. Especially as I prepare for graduate school and what I hope
will be a rigorous career in academia, the relationships with other engaged students, my mentors,
and many faculty members have been most meaningful. I can say with confidence that this process
has been the most instructive of all the experiences I have had at Utah State University.
This project formally began in 2017 as a student in Shannon Peterson’s and John Ferguson’s
last cohort of the “hallowed Huntsman Scholar Semester.” They introduced me to heterodox eco-
nomic thinkers, such as Kate Raworth, Esther Duflo, Thomas Piketty, Daniel Kahneman, and
E.F. Schumacher. They fostered an environment where I could compare the theories of those new
economists against those of classical pioneers like Smith, Friedman, Hayek, and others. I wrote the
first iterations of this thesis in the Bodleian Libraries at Oxford, where so many of the important
economic foundations of today originated. Shannon and John challenged me in ways I have never
before or since experienced. They showed me my capacity as a student and strengthened my resolve
to tackle important local, national, and global issues.
7Alder, Nathan Douglas, ”Japan’s Manchukuo Economic Development or Militaristic Seizure” (1991). Under-
graduate Honors Capstone Projects. 331. https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/honors/331
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Upon returning to Cache Valley, and at their encouragement, I migrated my focus from eco-
nomics to invest two and a half years into electrical engineering courses with the sole intention of
understanding electricity transmission and distribution. My first collegiate exposure to research
had begun the year earlier as an intern for the Sustainable Electrified Transportation Center for
Drs. Regan Zane and David Christensen. Under their tutelage, I became committed in earnest
to solving problems of stewardship by means of innovation. The exposure to extremely advanced
technology and frequent interaction with incredible researchers was a deeply influential experience.
Yet, with time I found myself thinking about electric vehicles the same way I used to think
about nuclear energy. What I learned as a fourteen-year-old, I have re-learned throughout this
project: complex, systemic problems fit into interdependent networks and do not have simple
solutions. Rob Davies single-handedly reignited the urgency I had felt as a student in Europe
to reimagine antiquated economic paradigms which all too often promote simplistic solutions and
further intensify the endemic problems this project tries to unpick. His class, “Unveiling the
Anthropocene” along with several of his guest lectures at events around campus reintroduced me
to my passion for economics and the importance of addressing the limitations of energetic growth.
As a mentor, he has helped me tend the flame on my own and feel confidence as I have realigned
my educational pursuits towards a career in public policy and economics.
Joe Tainter helped me wrestle my insatiable curiosity into usable questions, the product of
which is this completed capstone. His intimate, six-student seminar “Sustainability: Concepts and
Measurement” in Spring 2020 provided me with the majority of the content and structure that gives
this senior project value. At his recommendation, I read deeply into complexity and systems science
theory, along with ecological and biophysical economics. He helped me to objectify and rationalize
my own opinions by allowing the empirical analysis to dictate the outcome of my research, rather
than the other way around. His suggestion to investigate specific trends in the data, as well as
to include case scenarios, were key connections that tie the project to the expansive theories I so
readily consumed.
By nature of the project’s breadth, I have read and researched in ecology, physics, public
policy, finance, electrical engineering, systems engineering and science, and many subdisciplines of
economics (agricultural, ecological, environmental, health, labor, political, econ. theory and history,
and urban). The reading and thinking has been the fun part; the challenge has been identifying,
collecting, and interpreting the data. The data used in this project was generously provided by
analysts at Rocky Mountain Power and Logan Light and Power, along with publicly available data
from the Census Bureau, DegreeDays.net, the United States IEA, among other sources. However,
the methods I used to analyze the data did not uncover causal relationships.
I am optimistic about studying causal relationships, in large part because Briggs Depew, my
favorite economics professor, has required me to think critically about economic theory and data.
His work as an econometrician is to identify these kinds of relationships, of which I only began to
touch on in my research. In graduate school and in my career, I hope to use some of the methods
(like those I mention in the conclusion) to tighten my analysis on this and other projects to more
directly identify policy effects. Though he was not directly involved in this project, I have learned
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key research and data analysis techniques from him as his teaching assistant, research assistant,
and student.
Acknowledging Briggs opens the door to many other thanks I owe; I am privileged to have so
many truly talented experts as my formal and informal mentors. This project would be nothing
but my own musings without the guidance of my “own personal board of directors,” who know who
they are: thank you. I am indebted to my family and friends for their encouragement and interest,
including help on many rounds of editing. Most importantly, I am grateful to my future wife, Zoe
Morgan, for understanding the complex significance of this project in a way only a true friend can.
Ultimately, this project has been not only a capstone, but a cornerstone. It builds on my
lifelong dedication to understanding the nexus of human-environment interaction. It has been
a worthwhile pursuit and strengthens my commitment to working on complex systems with the
intent, as always, to learn. To all those involved in making this project a reality, Thank you.
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This addendum includes graphs summarizing relevant electricity information, along with two
maps of Cache Valley. The data analysis to produce the graphs was performed using Stata 16/SE.
All code may be made relevant upon request by emailing Jacob: jacob.cannon.alder@gmail.com.
Unfortunately, due to non-disclosure agreements, the Rocky Mountain Power electricity data will
not be made available (2019). The Logan Light and Power electricity data was shared by Yuqi
Zhao, Resource Analyst, at Logan Light and Power, and is not subject to an NDA (2019). All
other data used is publicly available.
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Figure 3: Map of Cache County, accessed from Cache County Development Services: GIS Parcel and Zoning Viewer (2020).
Figure 4: Aerial view of Cache Valley with municipal boundaries drawn and labeled (2020).
30
Figure 5: Using heating and cooling degree days, this figure indicates an overall increase in Cache County temperatures in
the past twenty years. Data from DegreeDays.net, KGLU station (2020).
Figure 6: Regressions of electricity consumption, using multiple base temperatures indicates that efficiency declines at higher
temperatures. Data from DegreeDays.net and Logan Light and Power (2020).
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Figure 7: Residential electricity consumption in the United States. Estimates from the EIA.
Figure 8: Projected electricity consumption in the United States. Estimates from the EIA.
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Figure 9: Electricity consumption per capita per year, Rocky Mountain Power sector of Cache County.
Figure 10: Total electricity consumption per year, Rocky Mountain Power sector of Cache County.
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Figure 11: Electricity consumption in the residential sector by year, Rocky Mountain Power sector of Cache County.
Figure 12: Electricity consumption in the residential sector by month, Rocky Mountain Power sector of Cache County.
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